
Public Hearing Correspondence Item No. 2.5 
 
From: Philip   
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2022 12:14 PM 
To: Tahir Ahmed <TAhmed@abbotsford.ca>; City Clerk <cityclerk@abbotsford.ca> 
Subject: PDS 084-2022 33886 Pine St and PDS 088-2022 Pine and GFW Condos 
 
Hello, (a summary of issues that concern me is listed at the end of my email, but I do hope you will find 
the time to read the whole message.  Thank you. 
I recently submitted feedback on your online public portal.  I am aware this is one of the proposals the 
will be presented at tonight's meeting.  However I would like to bring to your attention, so it is clearly on 
record, a few issues/questions: 
 
Tree removal from other people's property (specifically 33898 Pine St):  does the city have guidelines for 
how a strata council and building manager are to proceed?  I am an owner in an affected building next 
door.  If trees are on a fence line i understand a new development may need to remove them.  But if 
they are on the neighbours property, then it comes up for discussion.  I understand that the arborist for 
this development has said several trees on our property need to be removed.  After the public feedback, 
it appears there were revisions, but they are hard for the layperson to understand.  Some info appears 
to show all four trees on my strata's property will be removed, and some looks like MAYBE one smaller, 
but fullsize cedar MIGHT be saved.  The arborist for other development that will directly affect me (GFW 
339923 and 33925) has prepared a report that shows these same trees on my strata's property do NOT 
need to be removed.  I understand different arborists, different develpments, but, they do seem to have 
two different opinions on the cluster of about 4 full-size cedars that on 33898 Pine BCS 3697.   
 
Next, I seem to have been blindsided by a decision from my council president that says "approval from 
our strata" has been given.  I will look into this, but there are 56 owners in my building, and whild I 
understand simple landscaping decisions are routinely made by strata councils (replant a dead shrub, 
hire new landscapers, etc) on behalf of owners, I am seriously concerned about the different scale a 
decision about chopping down multiple, mature, huge trees must be.  Is it OK for a council to decide 
something that will 100% change the quality of life for not just myself but many of my fellow owners 
(perhaps not all)?  And shouldn't decisions of that magnitude take place with fully informed council at a 
regular council meeting, or even an AGM, so that council can discuss ALL relevant implications, and then 
decide on how willing they are to just roll over and agree, or perhaps they wish to challenge the 
developer to revisit and reconsider all options (keep 3, keep 2 ...keep all but pay later if tree 
dies...etc.).  In other words, I am deeply concerned that at this point it is possible "permission" was given 
in a way that did not take into account strata owers fully.  Chopping down full size trees ON OUR 
PROPERTY that provide our OWNERS with shade, privacy and joy of nature ( I have watched creatures 
live, nest, play, feed etc. in these trees for the last 12 years) seems to be to be on a different decision-
making scale than whether or not to plant a new shrub somewhere...  I may be out of luck, if all steps 
were followed, permission given from fully informed, full discussion and owners properly notified in a 
timely manner.  But if things were done casually...say the property manager telling one or more council 
members that there's nothing we can do...the I put it to you that that wouldn't be right.   
 
Doesn't the city have city arborists that could provide a third opinion?  As I am bringing to your 
attention, two arborists have two different opinions. 
Next, what about compensation for the loss of our property?  The value of the trees as lumber and the 
(priceless) value of the trees to homeowner's wellbeing, happiness and also for nature and the 
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environment?  I haven't seen or heard any reference whatsover to the fact that IF some of our trees 
(both shared along the east fenceline in between 33886 and 33898, and the ones that are fully on our 
property, specificaly in the SW corner -- shouldn't the developer of the new property be REQUIRED to 
fully compensate us???  Either by planting new beautiful and appropriate trees and/or money equal to 
lumber and quality of life (and I guess that's where strata council could decide which is preferable, and 
how much $ is fair, etc.).  There must be some mechanisms in place to solve these kinds of issues. 
 
To summarize:   
*not sure if all owners in my strata would agree that "permission" to chop down some of our trees was 
given with full consent...so am going to look into this... 
*how are we to be compensated?  new trees?  $money?  both?? 
*could a city arborist get involved to help save some of the trees slated for removal from my strata's 
property?  Please?!  (I'm not being unreasonable, I understand they can chop down the trees they fully 
own, but I have a right to fight to keep trees that belong to my strata 
*demolition concerns?  asbestos?  Safety and hazard plans?  not a good record in my opinion of taking 
this seriously in Abbotsford (based on what I have read). 
*did you realize that on your site you declare the old historic Abbotsford Elementary to have never been 
a "public school"...!  Really?!! 
  
PS I see that it is now a few minutes past noon, so I understand I may have missed the deadline for this 
email to become part of tonight's public meeting.  I am OK with that...BUT I do expect that you will view 
this as a regular email from a concerned neighbour, and I would like to hear back about my concerns 
and questions, please.  Thank you. 
 
Philip Holden 
next door neighbour, Gallantree,  
33898 Pine St. 
 




